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Do Now:
• Scientific question:   Why did the cheetah 

population decline?

• Make a claim that could answer this 

question.



Think about this:  

Could you breed fruit flies who could 
live longer on average without food?

How would you do it?





Four mechanisms can give 
rise to evolution.

8.6  Evolution occurs when 
the allele frequencies in a 
population change.



Agents of Evolutionary Change

1. Mutation

2. Genetic drift

3. Migration

4. Natural selection

Evolution is genetic change in a population.



8.7  Mutation—a direct change in the 

DNA of an individual—is the ultimate 
source of all genetic variation.





Take-home message 8.7

Mutations can be caused by high-energy 
sources or chemicals in the environment 
and also can appear spontaneously. 

Mutation is the only way that new alleles 
can be created within a population, and so 
generates the variation on which natural 
selection can act.



8.8  Genetic drift is a random 
change in allele frequencies
in a population.





The important factor that 
distinguishes genetic drift from 

natural selection:

The change in allele frequencies is not
related to the alleles’ influence on 

reproductive success.



The impact of genetic drift is 
much greater in small 
populations than in large 
populations.



Fixation

Genetic drift can lead to fixation for one 
allele for a gene in a population. 

 If this happens, there is no more 
variability in the population for this gene.

Genetic drift reduces the genetic 
variation in a population.



Two special cases of genetic drift, the 
founder effect and population 
bottlenecks, are important in the 
evolution of populations.



Founder Effect

A small number of individuals may leave a 
population and become the founding 
members of a new, isolated population. 

The founders may have different allele 
frequencies than the original “source”
population, particularly if they are a small 
sample. 



Do Now:

• Amish people are prone to polydactyly 

(extra fingers and toes).  The Amish 

population in the U.S. began with a small 

population that emigrated in pre-

evolutionary times.

• Make a claim as to why this 

population would have this

unusual genetic trait.



Why are Amish people more likely to 
have extra fingers and toes?



Population Bottlenecks



Take-home message 8.8

Genetic drift is a random change in allele 
frequencies within a population, unrelated 
to the alleles’ influence on reproductive 
success. 

Genetic drift is a significant agent of 
evolutionary change primarily in small 
populations.



8.9  Migration into or out of a 
population may change allele 
frequencies.

The third agent of evolutionary change 





Take-home message 8.9

Migration, or gene flow, leads to a change 
in allele frequencies in a population as 
individuals move into or out of the 
population.



Darwin’s Revolutionary Idea

• Prior to Darwin, people thought species
had been created separately and 
were unchanging.

• Darwin’s theory of Natural Selection 

“evolved” from a number of existing 

propositions and his own observations. 



Natural Selection

An efficient mechanism of evolution…

…and a powerful force in adapting 
populations to their environment

 Evolution and natural selection, however, 
are not the same thing.



8.10  When three simple conditions are 
satisfied, evolution by natural selection 
occurs.

1. There must be variation for the particular trait 
within a population.

2. That variation must be inheritable.

3. Individuals with one version of the trait must 
produce more offspring than those with a 
different version of the trait.



Condition 1: Variation for a Trait

Variation is all around us. 

Variation is the raw material on which 
evolution feeds.



Condition 2: Heritability
We call the transmission of traits from parents to 
their children through genetic information 
inheritance or heritability.



Condition 3: Differential 
Reproductive Success

1. There are more organisms born than can 
survive. 



Condition 3: Differential 
Reproductive Success

2. Organisms are continually struggling for 
existence. 



Condition 3: Differential 
Reproductive Success

3. Some organisms are more likely to win 
this struggle and survive and reproduce. 







Take-home message 8.6

 Evolution is a change in allele frequencies 
within a population. 

 It can occur by four different mechanisms: 
mutation, genetic drift, migration, and 
natural selection. 



Take-home message 8.10

Natural selection is a mechanism of 
evolution that occurs when there is 
heritable variation for a trait, and 
individuals with one version of the trait 
have greater reproductive success than 
individuals with a different version of the 
trait. 



8.12  Traits causing some 
individuals to have more 
offspring than others become 
more prevalent in the population.



Do Now

• Watch the video.

• Compare and contrast the bottleneck and 

founder effects.  How are they similar and 

how are they different?



8·12–8·17 

Through natural 

selection, 

populations of 

organisms can 

become adapted to 

their environments. 



Reproductive Success

 Fitness – What does it mean to be fit?

• A measure of the relative amount of 
reproduction of an individual with a 
particular phenotype, compared with the 
reproductive output of individuals of the 
same species with alternative 
phenotypes



The alleles carried by an individual 
with high fitness will increase their 
market share in a population over 

time and the population will evolve.



There are three important elements to 
an organism’s fitness:

1. An individual’s fitness (it has a higher 
allele frequency than other genotypes) is 
measured relative to other genotypes or 
phenotypes in the population.



There are three important elements to 
an organism’s fitness:

2. Fitness depends on the specific 
environment in which the organism lives. 



There are three important elements to 
an organism’s fitness:

3. Fitness depends on an organism’s 
reproductive success compared to other 
organisms in the population.



8.13  Organisms in a population can become 
better matched to their environment 
through natural selection by adaption.

Adaptation—the process by which organisms become 

better matched to their environment and the specific 

features that make an organism more fit—occurs as a 

result of natural selection



8.14  Natural selection does not lead to 
perfect organisms.



 Evolution in general, and natural selection 
specifically, do not guide organisms 
toward “better-ness” or perfection. 

 If the environment changes, the alleles
causing the traits favored by natural 
selection may change, too.



Factors that Prevent Populations from 
Progressing Inevitably Toward Perfection

1. Environments change more quickly than a 
population can adapt through natural selection

2. Variation is needed as the raw material of 
selection.

3. There may be multiple different alleles for a 
trait, each causing an individual to have equal 
fitness in the environment.



8.15  Artificial selection (selective 
breeding) is just a special case of 
natural selection.



8-16 Natural selection can change the 
traits seen in a population in several 
ways.



Directional Selection

Individuals with one extreme from the range 
of variation in the population have higher 
fitness.



Turkeys on poultry farms have such large 
breast muscles that they can’t get close 

enough to each other to mate.

How can such a trait evolve?





Stabilizing Selection

Individuals with intermediate phenotypes are most fit. 



Disruptive Selection
Individuals with extreme phenotypes experience the 
highest fitness, and those with intermediate 
phenotypes have the lowest.



Take-home message 8.16

 Natural selection can change 
populations in several ways:

1. Directional selection, in which the average 
value for the trait increases or decreases 

2. Stabilizing selection, in which the average 
value of a trait remains the same while 
extreme versions of the trait are selected 
against 

3. Disruptive selection, in which individuals with 
extreme phenotypes have the highest fitness



8.18–8.22 

The evidence for 

evolution is 

overwhelming.



Do Now:

• What are the five lines of evolution 

evidence?



Five primary lines of evidence:

1. The fossil record – connect common ancestors 

2. Biogeography – geographic distribution of 
organisms

3. Comparative anatomy and embryology

4. Molecular biology - DNA

5. Laboratory and field experiments (i.e. fruit fly)



8.18  The fossil record 
documents the process of 
natural selection.









Take-home message 8.18

 Radiometric dating confirms that the earth is 
very old and makes it possible to determine the 
age of fossils. 

 Analysis of fossil remains enables biologists to 
reconstruct what organisms looked like long 
ago, learn how organisms were related to each 
other, and understand how groups of organisms 
evolved over time.



8-19 Geographic patterns of 
species’ distributions reflect their 
evolutionary histories.



History Matters

Who arrived first?

Are numerous different habitats available?



Take-home message 8.19

Observing geographic patterns of species 
distributions—noting similarities and 
differences among species living close 
together but in very different habitats and 
among species living in similar habitats but 
located far from one another—helps us 
understand the evolutionary histories of 
populations.



8.20  Comparative anatomy and 
embryology reveal common 
evolutionary origins.



Homologous Structures



The human appendix serves 
no function.

Why are we all born with one?



Vestigial Structures



8.21  Molecular biology reveals 
that common genetic sequences 
link all life forms.

The genetic code provides our fourth 
line of evidence that evolution occurs.



DNA Similarities and Differences

Related vs. unrelated individuals

 The more distantly you and another 
individual are related, the more your DNA 
differs.



DNA Similarity 
Between Two Species

Compare their DNA sequences for 
individual genes. 

 In Rhesus monkeys, 138 amino acids are 
the same as those found in human 
hemoglobin.



Recency of Common Ancestry

 Estimates of evolutionary 
relatedness made from: 

• Comparative anatomy 

• Embryology

• The fossil record

 “Molecular clocks”



Take-home message 8.21

All living organisms share the same 
genetic code. 

 The degree of similarity in the DNA of 
different species can reveal how closely 
related they are and the amount of time 
that has passed since they last shared a 
common ancestor.



8.22  Laboratory and field experiments 
enable us to watch evolution in 
progress.

A fifth line of evidence for the occurrence of 
evolution comes from multigeneration 

experiments and observations.





Take-home message 8.22

Replicated, controlled laboratory selection 
experiments and long-term field studies of 
natural populations allow us to watch and 
measure evolution as it occurs.


